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Max. Firing Chamber Cubic Approx. Shpg. Outside Dimensions NEMA
Kiln Model Volts Temp. °F Opening Depth Feet Weight W. x D. x H. Amps Watts Config.

SC-1, SC-2 & SC-3 2010 SPECIFICATIONS

SC-1 120 2000° 6”W x 3”H 3 ¾” .04 15 11” x 10” x 12 ¼” 5 600 5-15R

SC-2 120 2000° 8”W x 5 ¾” H 7 ¾” .19 36 13 ¼” x 14” x 15 ½” 12 1,440 5-15R

SC-3 120 2000° 7 ¾”W x 7 ¾” H 8” .28 41 13 ¼” x 14” x 17” 15 1,800 5-15R

Your jewelry making will evolve when you own a Paragon SC-series kiln.
The Sentry Xpress digital controller is easy to use, reliable, and accurate.
The kilns ship by convenient UPS.

Enjoy a Paragon digital
SC-series jewelry kiln

The new SC-1 is designed for traveling. It is
small enough to carry even under your arm.

Door Options
Order an SC-2 with an optional bead anneal-

ing door, glass window, or both. Watch the inte-
rior turn bright red through the glass window. It
is 1” x 3” when ordered with the bead annealing
door and 2” x 2” without the bead door. (Note:
always wear firing safety glasses when viewing
the kiln interior.) The glass window is guaran-
teed up to 2350°F (1260°C).

The SC-1 can be ordered with an optional 1”
x 3” window. It is not available with bead door.

The SC-2 and SC-3 are certified
to CSA and UL std 499.

SC-2 w/ Door & WindowSC-2 with Window

Standard SC-3

SC-2 with Bead Door

The digital SC-series kilns fire silver
clay, decals, china paint, enameling, and
glass in minutes up to 2000°F. The
light-weight, portable SC-series kilns are
popular with seminar teachers because
they fire so fast, plug into a 120 volt out-
let, and are easy to sell.

The SC-series door opens 180 de-
grees for easy loading. The kilns ship by
UPS and are also available for Europe.

The SC-series are surprisingly affordable for
digital kilns. They fire automatically at the rate
and temperature you enter. A large, brightly lit
display prompts for firing rate, temperature and
hold time. Use the hold feature to automatically
soak any type of clay silver or gold to its recom-
mended time.

The high-tech, energy efficient ceramic fiber
firing chamber is wrapped in a steel inner case.
The outer steel case remains cool due to the layer
of air between it and the inner case. In addition,
the case is slotted for air circulation. Electrical
components, located in the base, stay cool for
long life even at extended hold times. This is one
reason the SC-series kilns are so trouble-free.
The long life of a Paragon SC-series kiln is leg-
endary.

The fast firing element is embedded in the fir-
ing chamber shell. The SC-2 heats from the two
sides. The kiln includes a top vent for lost wax
casting, complete with a tapered plug. Each
SC-series kiln includes a 1/4” thick ceramic fiber
shelf.

Standard SC-2
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